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PREFACE

At the initiative of ARNE JOHNSON Consulting Engineers a project
hae been formulated for Èhe purpose of studying the poesibilíty
of inproving indoor clinate in hot countriea sithout the uee of
fans and/or airconditioners. Thia clinate regulation technique ie
here termed paasive clinate regulation.

rn the present report the resulte of the first stage in a seriee
of studies are presented and discussed. rn this stage the princi-
plee involved are outlined and the computational techniques are
denonstrated for relatively einple cases. These are theu 6uppor-
ted by experiences from practical applicatione to one of a number

of sinilar constructiou projects carriedrout in saudi Arabia by

Saudi Chenical Conpany (t¡itro Nobel). ttre experiences have been

co-municated by Anders Eklund of the same and the project man-

ager Göran Landberg.

The project has been carried out jointly by two leading Swedish

consulting engineering companies, ARNE JOHNSON Consulting
Engineers' and TYRÉNS. the'computer work has been perforned by

Arne SahlsÈriin and Sune Häggbon of the two companies respectiv-
ely. The project has also:been supervised by a consultative
group. I{e would like to expr€ss our gratitude to all who have

contributed to the acconplishnent of the project so far.

this report is a revised English version of the original Swedish

report by Per-0lof Carlson et al, of ARNE J0IINSON Consulting
Engineers aud tYRÉttS .

Stockholn, August 1985

Per-Olof Carlson Per-Olof l$lund Burton tftranila zt

rYRÉNSARNE JOENSON

Consulting Engineers

ARNE JOUNSON

Consultiug Engineers

* On leave from the Department of Civil Engineering, University
of DtSalaam, Tanzania, up to Sept. f985.
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1 INTRODUCTION

l.l obieggive8

Swedish building export playe an inportant role in Swedene

external trade. Building projecte often occur in connection with

turn-key deliveriee. The governing philosophly in this caee

should, therefore, be to conceive modern buildíngs in a traditio-
nal environment incorporating local experiences and resources.

The approach ie particularly important in countries with hot

climate and no industrial resources. Resource and clinate
adaptation of building techniques to local conditions can inprove

the conpetitive power of the Swedish contractor and reduce

running and maintenance exPenses to the olùner.

After consultations with Swedish industrial companies and con-

tractors within the franework of projects in countries with hot

clinate, ARNE JOHNSON Consulting Engineers and TYRÉNS have come

to the conclusioo that where the attainment of desired indoor

climate is concerned sinple building techniques should be pre-

ferred to conplicated mechanical installations. The investment

costs inherent in the adoption of such techniques are lol¡er and

installation and maintenance sinple. Local aud traditional
building techniques provide the starting ground for the develop-

ment of such systems for oassive clina e requlation.

In order to promote possibilitiee for export of buildings in-
corporating passive clirnate regulation techniques, it is necess-

ary that clear instructions, with exarnples on how the techniques

function, are worked out. Thus this project nas initiated with

the ai¡n of achieving that goal. In this introductory stage the

h'ork is limited to the conception of the principles governing

passive climate regulation, demonstration of coDPutational

techniques based on sinplified assunptions on climate and local

building traditíons, and the provision of practical examples of

the possibilities of passive regulation.

Conputations have been made for a building type

sidered to be comrnon io nany countries with hot

that can be con-

cl imat e .
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The building type ie of general forn and ie not tied to any kind

of urility. rr ie in principle applicable for houeing, schools,

halls for industriea, storageo and the like. the cli¡nate data used

describes a typical summer day in Baghdad, which ie taken to be

representative for the hot-dry clinate.

Results of the conputatione sho\t that passive clinate regulation

ie a technique wbich yields confortable indoor climate using

sinple solutione and at low cost. Conpared to the tradiÈional

building, â single storey building adapted for natural ventila-
tion enhanced by the provision of chirnney and linited air
uovement in the attic, figure 3.3 D, the following improvements

of clinate in the occupied area are achieved:

o tenperature variation during the day is reduced

by about 9"c (fron ll"c to 2oc)

r the maximun temPerature decreases by about go9

(frorn 46oc to 37 oc)

o air Eovement is significantly inproved.

fn Saudi-Arabia Saudi Chernical Cornpany have constructed magazines

and related facilities for the storage of explosives. The ventil-
ation of these nagazines is by passive clinate regulation. From

rneasurements performed over a period of several rnonths it has

been verified that the objective of keeping the indoor temPera-

ture belov 32 oC has beeu fulfilted though the outdoor day tenp-

erature has exceeded 40 oC.

1.2 Passive clirnate requlation

Cli¡oate regulation using natural phenomena is not a ne\t venture.

A characteristic exanple is natural venÈilation, which is still
in use in nany of the old Swedish buildings. This technique has

not, however, been developed furÈher because of the evolution of

modern installation technology rrhich then overtook it and non

over the market. Since then, the buildingrs owu clinate
regulation potentials have been neglected and people have becooe

nore reliant on mechanical eolutions for clirnate regulation. That

tendency is, to 8 great extent, also true for countries r¡ith hot



cli¡naÈe. Unfortunately, machine oriented techniques have serioue

problerne, a short-list of which is ae followe:

o ¡nechanical installatione tend to be increasingly

cornpl icat ed

. users poesibilitiee to run and ¡naintain the install-
ations are very linited

o the service-life of nechanical instatlations is short

o the quality of the indoor clinate achieved varies

great lY

¡ investment, running and naintenance costs are high

¡ mechanical installations depend on supply of electricity

These problems are a result of too rapid a development from the

old building traditions using sinple techniques to the Present

advanced and conplicated installation technigues.

01d buildiug traditions allowed buildings to provide improved

indoor clinate. Consequently, the resulting experience led

to certain building forns and ¡uassiveness. The intention was not

only to provide a protective clinate cover but also to yield
a confortable indoor clinaÈe. lJhat was eventually accomplished

was clinaËe regulation using natural phenomena, passive climate

regulat ion.

Passive climate regulation is based on physical and enpirical
la¡ss of nature for air exchange and heat transfer. It utilises
ventilation as well as heat transfer mechanisms in buildings. The

conputation technique for a well conceived passive regulation

system is conplicated. It is also not wholly Possible to

revive the old experiences and knowledge which have long been

forgot t en .

Recent developments in building techniques have led to increased

possibilities for revival of passive cli¡nate regulation. AIso the

present development in cornputer technology has enabled the solu-

tions of problens which earlier could only be dealt with using

common 6en6e, practical experience and intuition.
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Because of the drastic increaeee in energy prices in the seven-

ties, and other probleme inherent, in nachine-dependent clinate
regulaÈion, inÈerest in passive clinate regulation has increaeed

in recent year6-. Experiences from different applications in
Sweden have shown that passive cli¡nate regulation utilising new

technical innovations is an attractive alternative for the

Sr¡edish climate as wel1. Experience ftom foreign projects sug-

gestB that passive clinate regulation is even more interesting in
countries with hot climate, because:

o temperature differences between days and nights
are often great,

. running and ¡naintenance of ¡nachine-oriented sys-

tems is a big problem in developing countries

o the need and use of short-term (about half a

day) heat storage is greater in hot countries
than in this country. Short-term storage can be

advantageously exploited by use of siuple building
techniques employing local materiats and well adapted

t rad it ions

o for reasons of safety, costs and availability
electrial supply is often not possible

1.3 Proiect realisation

The project is intended to be done in stages. In this first stage

the intention has been to outline the principles underlying pass-

ive climate regulation, demonstrate the conputation techniques
and illustrate practical possibilities for passive clirnate
regulation. In subseguent stages it is intended to develop a Eore

compleËe reference material for general use in real projects,
apply it to a practical case, follow-up and evaluat,e some

¡eference projects.
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2 BASIC CONSIDERATIONS

2 .l Some poss ible conf iq,urat ione .

Passive clirnate regulation impliee Èhe control of indoor clirnate

using building technologícaI measures. These rneasures fal1 into
two main categories, nanel.y, those which reduce the effect of the

external heat load on the indoor clinate and those which modify

the ventilation systeE.

Measures that reduce the heat load effect have sornething Eo do

with the materials used, the configuration and orienÈation of the

building, and include screening devices (".g. large overhang),

absorbent surface naterials, insulation and heat sÈorage. It is a

matter of choice regarding the type of building design and that

of building uraterials and their properties. There is a lot to

learn from local traditions because a nuuber of problems can be

avoided through adoption of a hunble attitude to traditions. In a

given project the following are some of the inportant questions

to be asked:

o how does one design and build houses?

¡ what rnaterials does one use?

r why that way and those naterials?
Local building traditions are a resulÈ of long periods of deve-

lopment which have often led to good solutions. through

experience a certain amount of kno¡¡ledge, which can not be

understood or dealt with mathematically, has been acquired.

Because of our ignorance of the knowledge thus acguired there is
a risk that we disregard factors that are of great importance.

As mentioned earlier it is not within the context of this report

to examine these guestions more closely. For Ëhe conputational

example presenÈed in the nexÈ chapter, use of easily available

infornation has been made. We have especially nade use of infor-
nation obtained from a few SIDA-projects and the experiences of

the project members.Only to a very lirnited extent we have

surveyed the literature (see ref.list). ¡ased on the inforuration

thus obtained, approxiurate data has been worked out for the

exanple.
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The oÈher category of technical eolutíone refers to those dealing
with the ventilation system. The air volu¡ne enclosed in a buil-
ding is a heat carrier and, depending on how the ventilation sys-
tem is designedr-heat transfer. cau occur in different vay6. In
all casee heating up and cooling ae well ae ventilation can

occur. A very sinple ventilation principle is ehown in figure
2.lA below. Ventilation principle A is one where during the day,

heat transmission, direct solar radiation and the heat generated

by activities in the building, is utilized advantageously to
induce ventilation. During the night the day heat stored under

the roof is utilised for the same purpose.

I
@ .r'

Figure 2.lA Ventilation principle A.

The greatest disadvantage of this ventilation principle is that
air temperature in the occupied area and the air flow are inter-
depent. Air flow occurs only if the air te'perature in the occu-
pied area is different from the outside air temperature. The air
flow increases r¡ith increasing temperature difference. The prin-
ciple is thus insufficient when both air temperature and air flo¡¡
have to be regulated. The principle can of course be reshaped so

,as to allow r¡ind to gontribute to air flow, but the system should
function even when there is no wind. Consequently, one has to
accept a certain increase in air temperature in the occupied area
in order to ensure air flow. Thus, during the hot season it rnay

be difficult to ¡naintain room temperatures r¡ithin the confort
zone.
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Obviously, the problem is lese serious if the rooo height ie big
because then tenperature sLratification in the room can lead to
confortable air temperature in the actual occupied area, up to
two metres from the floor.

To avoid inconvenienceB inherent in ventilation principle A,
it is necessary that the required therrnal ventilation induction
force is acquired independently of the air temperature in the
occupied zone. rn that case, the roof offers many possibili-
tiee. Examples of some of the possible ventilation principles
are shown in f igure 2.1 B

(Ð I

Figure 2.lB VentilaÈion principles B, C, D and E.

rt need be ¡oentioned here that the figure presents onry a fe¡¡ of
the numerous possibilities and r¡hich are not necessarily the
best. The best possibilities will tend to vary with the partic-
ular case in question.'rn fact the configuration shoun in fig.
2.lC rnight prove to perforn better in certain cases.

I

I

{( I
@
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Insul ated
ceiììng

Figure 2.lC Another possible configuration
not studied further in this report.

The required ventilation induction force is created either in the
attic or in the air column in the outer roof construction. In
either case the air stream along the external wall can be exploi-
ted by provídíng eaves with suitably designed overhangs. As an aI
ternative, the outer walls can be furnished r¡ith an air column

which in turn offers many more possibilities.

The vent ilation systemr s air outlet te¡minal device is situaEed

at the ridge. lhrough the creation of lor¡er pressure in the vici-
nity of the air outlet terminal device, an air current arises
which then ventilates the occupied zone.

Principles B and C resÈrict Èhe attic fron being part of the

occupied area vhereas principl-es D and E include no such re-
strictions.0n the other hand, principles B and C offer greater
possibilities for regulation of air flow.

Further enhancement of the induction force can be derived if the
incoming air temperature can also be regulated. Probably, one

of the sinplest solutions is one where underground air
transmission canals are consÈructed in the surrounding area, víz
es shovn in f igure 2.1 D.

I
t

J l\ I
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Figure 2.lD Underground air inlet canal.

The air transmission canals should be located at such depth that
the temperature of the air in the canalg can be brought down to
Èhe level of the annual average atmospheric in air temperature in
the area. The result is that inconing air is war¡ed up during
the cold part of the year, and cooled down during the hot part
of the year.

After some discussions it r¡as decided that ventilation principle
B is very interesEing, sinple and does not demand high invest-
ment-costs. Even principle c is interesting in areas where facing
walls are conmon. Principle B has therefore been adopted for the
present study.

2 .2 As s t¡mpt ions and 
-1 

irnit at ions
The quality of indoor clinate in a building is generarry a func-
tion of the following factors:

o outdoor clinate
o activities in the building
o desired indoor clinate
r quality of the building
o vent ilation sysEem.

Outdoor clinate is known and can vary very nuch.

in a hot climate one can distinguish between two

cliuate condit ions:

¡ hot and hunid

o hot and dry

For a building
extreme types of
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The hot-hu¡nid climate is characterised by high relative hunidity
(55-100 Z) and heavy precipitation (in the order of 2000 n'n per

annum). In general the sky is cloudy and hazy. Annual tenpera-
ture variatione ¿re small - only a few degrees. Even the diurnal
rangee are small.

In the hot-dry clinate, the sky is roostly clear. The direct solar
radiatiòn during the day, like re-radiation at night, is very
high. Thus temperature differences between day and night are
substantial, víz between ll and 23 oC. Day tenperatures can be as

high as 38 oC in the shade and in exceptional ca6es even higher.
Annual temperature variations are snaller, ll - l7 oC. Air
huuridity is comparatively low the year round, viz relative
hurnidity below 702. the total amount of annual precipitation is
less than 250 rnn.

Between these extremes occur all conceivable variants (l). 0f in-
portance in this context is the fact that passive clinate regul-
ation utilises ternperature differences during the day and solar
and sky radiations as vent,ilation induction forces. passive cIi-
mate regulation in general is therefore more suited to the hotdry
than the hot-hu¡nid clinates.

In Ëhe present study the following linitations have been made:

o the investigations refer to hot-dry clinate
o the effecÈ of long\dave Ee-radiation has not been

considered because of lack of data..
. no consideration has been given to the energy gener-

ated by activities within the building.
¡ the configuration of a building in accordance with

principte B (figure 2.1 B) is compared wirh borh the
traditional configuration, viz with no provision for
ventilation, and ¡¡ith a configuration according to

' principle A (figure 2.f A).
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2.3 Cgloputation nodelg

As rnentioned earlier building quality and ventilation systeE

are the two factors that govern the paeeive clinate regulation
system. fo Èhe gelected exanple (principle B), there exiet two

air spacee of great significance, the occupied area and the

attic. The average tenpersture in the occupied area depends on

the inco¡ning air temperature. The average temperature in the

chinney is a function of the'heat exchange between the attic and

the chinney. In order to achieve high heat exchange and therefore
greater induction force, the temperature in the attic ought

to be high and the air flow io the attic lot¡.

Gomputatione have been perforned using two nodels, PASLEE deve-

loped by ARNE JOENSON Consulting Engineers and VIP produced by

TYRÉNS in cooperation with Lund Institute of lechnology. In the
next chapter, results of computations based on the latter nodel

are presented and discussed.
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3 WORKED EXAMPLE

3 . I Cl i¡nat e d-aÈ a

CornpuÈation for a passive clinate regulation system demands

cliruate data which clearly depict variations that occur duriug

the day. Such very detaíled data is sparse in the literature. Ia

this project h'e have, through contacts with the Building Research

Centre in Baghdad, succeeded in getting clinate data on temPera-

ture and solar radiation. Unfortunately, it has not been Possible

to get data on re-radiatioo during the night. The effects of this
have therefore not been considered.

For the worked example, we have selected Baghdad as a typical
example of the hot-dry areas and adopted its clinate data.

Variations of air teuperat,ure during Lhe day are shown in.the
diagran (5) in figure 3.1.4. Data for solar and sky radiation ie

derived.frorn (6). In figure 3.1.8 clinate data for a typical
summer-day is shown. As can be seen, the air temPerature during

the day varies fron 25 oC to 40 oC, with about 15 oC difference.

Solar râdiation reaches a maxi¡num intensity of alnost ll00 I{/n2.

3.2 Tvpe of buildine

As a basis for the worked exanple¡ I sinple building form of

general validity and not bound to any type of use has been

selecËed. It is in principle applicable for residential houses,

schools, storage, handcraft and industrial buildings and the

like. lhe actual configuration of the buitding is sþown in figure

3.2 A. In short, it is characterised by the following features:

a roof consisting of un-insulated sheet metal on

tinber trusses, and un-insulated ceiling composed

of tinber panels or the equivalent

outer r¡alls consisting of 230 m brick Easony,

concrete or the like, covered with about 20 ¡m

plasÈer, Ehe total thicknese of the wall being

about 250 m

a
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Figure 3.lA Air Tenperature for Baghdad during the day over the
whole year.
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o floor coneisting of about 100 m non-reinforced
concrete on well conpaected hardcore

o roof provided with a chinney of about 0.02 n2 in
area

rn the exarnple, we have started r¡ith the traditional type of
building and then nodified it to suit the principres ourlined
earlier. Arnong the nodificatione are the provision of insulation
to the ceiling and that of extra air inlet and outlet devicee.

3.3 Comout ation results

Tenperature and air-flos in the attic and the occupied area have,
as earlier mentioned, been studied for the following
configuraÈions:

t- ¡ the |ttradit ionalrt
. ventilation principle A

¡ ventilation principle B

rn figures 3.3 A-D the results of the conputations are shonn.

Figure 3.3 A shows how the tenperature in Èhe attic varies. A low
air flor¡ in Èhe attic yields high tenperature and therefore a

great driving force for the passive temperature regulation. High
air flow in the attic has the opposite effect.

Figure 3.3 B shows a building of I'traditional form,, viz no

provision for ventilation. The attic has high temperature and

relatively lo¡r aír flow. The ceiling is un-insulated and the
occupied area has no ventilation. The diagram reveals trùo irnport-
ant features regarding the room temperature. First, that the
temperature becoroes very high, viz reaching 46 oc and second,
that it varies greatly during the day, the diurnal range being
about ll oc. No regulation of the ventilation in the occupied
area is achieved. The ,traditional" configuration is therefore
very unfavourable.

Figure 3.3 c shows a building ventilated according to principle
A, via independent natural ventilation in the occupied area. rhe
variatiou of room temperature during the day ie nuch smaller,
about 5 oc instead of ll oc, with a substantially lower maximun
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value of about 38"c instead of 46oC. The indoor temperature ie

lower t.han the outdoor tenperature during a significant part of
the day, during rvbich ventilation flow is thus reversed.

Figure 3.3 D shows a building in accordance with principle R, víz
where natural ventilation is enhanced by the extra thernal effect
that occurs when the air passes through the chinney in the hot

attic. The extra thernal effeèt is also inteneified by naintain-
ing low air-flow in the attic. Further, the occupied area ie
separated from the hot attic by a 250 m thick insulation on the

ceiling. The diagran shows that the room temperature is very

evenly distributed during Éhe dayrie with a maximum value of

about 37 oC. At the same ti¡ne air flow is inproved. However, even

in this case air r¿ill flow backwards through the chinney, for a

short period of the day. In order to prevent hot air from being

sucked down into the occupied area, the chinney should be provi-
ded vith a reverse valve.

fn all the conputations the absorption factor for the outer wall,s

has been taken to be 0.3.Îhis low value has been adopted in
order to sinulate partial shading by roof overhangs. Ground

reflection has been taken to be 0.5. Further, the cooling effect
of the concrete floor into the occupied area has been neglected.
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4 A PRACTICAL CASE
- THE SAUDI ARABIAN PROJECT

4.1 Introduct ion

The project deala r¡ith the construction of magazinee and related
facilitiee owned by Saudi Chenical Coupany (Nitro Nobel) for the
storage of explosivee. rt is one of nany of ite kind that have

been undertaken in saudi Arsbia. This particular one is locàted
in the suburbs of Riyadh.

The ventilation of the storage building ie by passive clinate re-
gulation. Because of the risk for accidental detonation mechan-
ical ventilation is not possible.

Saudi Arabia belongs to the hot-dry regions with very high
day te¡nperatures (exceeding 40 oC) and big diurnal ranges. The

relative hurnidity is very Iow, in the range of 10-502. Riyadh,
being located in the interior of the country, anidst the desert,
is a true representative of the hot-dry areas.

rn the construction of storage facilities for exprosives two very
important conditions have to be strictly observed and adequately
provided for:

¡ that the storage tenperature does not exceed a

prescribed value (in this case 32 oC) iu order to
inhibit deterioration of the explosive material

e that the construction is able to sustaio the shock
wave effect resulting frorn an accidental detonatiou
of the stored explosives in a neigbouring magazine

rt is outside the scope of this report to look at how the
construction is of the magazines adapted to"satisfy the latter.
This chapter is intended to illustrate how the concepts of
passive indoor clirnate regulatiou set out in the foregoing
chapters can be put into practice. rt shows the achievements that
can be nade and reveals the practical;problens that have to be

tackled.
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4.2 Descriot ion of the ìect.

rn the context of this report, the project can be described as

dealing with the.construction and the provision of temperature
and ventilation regulation systens in storage magazinee for
explos ivee .

A total of 7 nagazines of sinilar sizes buÈ belonging to tÌro
different categories, have been constructed in this project. The
general layout conpriees the storage building with a 35 x 9.5 x
2.5 m storage space, a 1.7 n high attic and a 1.2 n diameter air
t,ransmission pipe underneath the ground floor. At the sides and
the rear, the building is earthfilled as indicated in the
accompanying diagran (figure 4.2). At the front there is a

loading platforn to the front of which is consËructed a retaining
r¡all to hold back a mound of earth firl. The storage space is
enclosed by 250 m thick walls on the sides , a 200 m thick
ground floor slab and a 250 m thick roof slab stiffened, by very
deep upstand beams, against explosion waves.

L-3 otation to na ssive climaÈe rc ul at ion ^

The nain features in the construction that are meant, to promote
passive clirnate regulation include the following:

. the concrete chirnney

¡ the mounds surrounding the magazine and the vertical
part of the pipe

r the underground concrete pipe
¡ the attic
o the steel chinney

The concrete pipe, diarneter 1.2 m, runs from above the mound, in
front of =the magaziner'below the loading platform to underneath
the storage building. The concrete pipe opens into the storage
spacè throtrgh two inletg near the front and rear ¡,ralle. 0n the
surface, these two openings are protected by grillee. The verti-
cal end portion of the pipe protrudes beyond the'toþ of the mound

and is insulated all round. Tbe open top of the pipe is also
provided r.¡ith a protective sÈeer grating. The portion of the
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Figure 4,? A section along the centre of the storage complex for explosives, showing features re'lated to
passive climate regulation, in Riyadhi, Saudi'Arabia.
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pipe beneath the loading platforrn ie insulated on the
circle of ite section.

uPPer 6e¡Dt-

The nounds ourrounding the rnagazine and the pipe comprise con-
pacted earth, eroeion protected by bitr¡¡nen stabilized eurface
topped by a fine layer of clean sand.

The chinuey comprisee a steer pipe of dia¡neter 1.2 n held in
position by velding to a base of a stabilieing angle bolted to
the floor slab at the botton, and by four stabilising wires at
the top. the chinney is provided with ventilation openings around
its circr¡mference. The open (upper) end of the chinney is
provided with a dense grating consisting of ¡¡elded flat steel
bars at 50 ¡m centres.

The attic is enclosed by the insulaËion on the roof floor slab at
the bottom and tightly connected netal sheeEing on the sides and

the top. the roofing sheeting is supported on purlins.

The driving polrer for the ventilation system is derived from the
temperature difference between the attic and the storage space

below the slab. It is anplified by a tendency to increased
temperature difference between that of the air in the chinney and

the average of that of the air in the attic. The high tenperature
in the chinney leads to upwards movements of air in the chinney.
Thus air is drar¿n in from the attic to the chinney through the
ventilatiou openings. The resulting tendency to partial vacuu¡n in
turn leads to air being sucked in from Èhe storage space to the
attic and subsequently frorn the concrete pipe'to the storage
space and from the atnosphere to the concrete pipe through the
relatively cool earth nound. The insulatiou around the pipe is
intended to prote,ct the air from being heated up and otherr¡ise
reducing the efficiency of the system. The insulation on the roof
slab is to restrict the heat in the attic from reaching the
sÈorage spece.
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t{hile the chinney and the attic eneure the provision of adequate

driving power for vêntilation, the mounde and the cold under-
ground through which the pipe runs provide the cooling effect
required to keep the tenperature in the storage Bpace suffi-
ciently low. Thus both ventilation and cooling ie achieved by

paeeive means.

4.4 Achievenente and problems.

Fron the clinate regulation point of view, the Saudi Arabian

project hae been a test as to the practical feasibility of the
passive clirnate regulation principles outlined earlier.
Accordingly, therefore, the objective has beeu to design and

construct a building systen capable of reducing teuperature
fluctuatione and their levels to below 32 oC the passive way.

From measurements performed over a period of months it has been

verified that this objecÈive has been achieved satisfactorily.
Figur 4.4 shows part of the results of temperature meaeurenentg

nade during the month of Julj to as6e8o the performance of the

passive indoor-clinate regulation system' employed. Further the
great reliability of the system is yet another very inportant
achievement.

the problems encountered in this project are E¡ore related to ite
peculiar nature and the inherent precautions thau to the passive

clinate regulation requirements. Ihe additional costs iuposed by

the provisions for paseive clinate regulation are thus relatively
insignificant, and relate to

. the concrete chime¡r and pipe

o the steel chironey

¡ insulation material

a

Further, there are no running co6ts ,for t,he paesive ventilation
6y 6t em.
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Figure 4.4 Part of the results of temperature Deasurements made,

duríng the onth of July, to assess the performance of
the passive indoor-clinate regulation 6ystem

ernployed.

(l) outdoor temperature
': 

' (¡) Indoor temperature close to the gable wall
exposed to direct sunshine.

(C) Indoor temperature close to the gable wal1 not

exposed to direct sunshine.
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5 CONCLUSIONS

The resulte, baeed on tbe theoretical cornputatione on ainplified
nodele of measures adopted to bring about pasaive clinate
regulation have been presented in one of the previoua chapËera.

The resulta reveal two inportant achievemente, nauely the almost

total elinination of tenperature fluctuatione and the enhancement

of ventilation in the occupied area. Theae reeultB are srrmrn¡¡isgd

iu figure 5.1 in terms of tenperature. fn the sane diagran, the
required confort (ternperature) zoue corregponding to the acqulred
aÍr flow, hruidity, etc, on this srnrmer day io Baghdad, is
indicated (2),(5). It is evideut from the diagram that in this
case ventilation alone fails by only a maximun of 3 ?C to bring
about comfortable clinate in the occupied area. Dloreover, iÈ

ought to be noted that tbe theoretical conputations have not.-

included certain factors which positively contribute to improved

cli¡oate for principlee A and B. These include:
o the long wave re-radiation fron the relatively heavy

const ruct ion

. the cooling effect of the coDcrete ground floor.

The inportant conclusion to be dräwn fron this project is that
passive clinate regulation, as defiued earlier, ia a technique
which can eaoily bring about comfortable indoor clinate,
especially for buildings in hot-dry regione. The efficie+cy,iof
the technique greatly funproves yhen passive veutilation ig
complenented by passive cooling of the inflowing air in the
mauner shorm ia figure 2.1 D and demonstrated by the Saudi

Arabian project, described in the previous chapter. The inproved

efficiency -okes the technique very suitable eveu for the
hot-hunid regions, where the cooling ingredient ie very inport-
ant. Ihe additional co6te inberent in the adoptiou of the techni-
quee will depend on the individual case. In the rorst case, it ia
a guestion òf ,or" iorulaticinlon the ceilingr.air inlet canals,
etc. In the best case very little supplernenting ia required. Iu
any cäse the additional installation costs renain very lov.
Furthermore, the running aud naintaneiée coets are negligible.
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The configuratione adopted in thie project have only been Eeent

to serve ae examples. There are unlinited poeeibilitiee of how

buildinge can be ehaped to promote paoaive indoor clinate
regulation. For efficient functioning, the configuraËiou adopted

ehould acco"'.odate the following features:

. an attic rell adapted to contribute towards the effi
ciency of the paaeive ventiletion aystem

. a ceíling const,ruction capable of inhibiting the

tranemiseion of heat fro¡¡ the attic to the occupied
(or living) area

r large roof overhange and construction naterials of
lov absorptio'n capacity for short-¡¡ave radiatioo

o air inlet so chaunelled as to promote cooliug of the

inflowing air.

the passive clinate regulation t:echníque described in thie rePort

can be applied to re6ideutial buildings. The technique is also

suited for halIe, closed markets, churches and ¡I¡osques, godowns

and ¡rarehouses and, of course, f,or storage'buildings of different
kinds (explosives, food) and for fam buildinge (chickeu farms,

animal stables). fu certain extreme condiqione it rnay, however,

be advisable to have a sinple mechqnical system as a comPlement.

In conclusion, the ¡rork done eoi.far sho¡¡s that there are

pronisÍng possibilitiee that through passive'clinate regulation

the following achievementa cao be made:

o comfortable indoor clinate
o low investment costs clinate regulation iustallations
o negligible running, and naintenance costs of the

. installatione rì ,

o techniquee adaptable to local cônditions.
. aD alternative where uechanical ventilation is not

' possible for safety treas_ons.
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